
***ALUORA FOR BUILDERS***

---TERMS OF USE---

By purchasing and using ALUORA's full permission products, you confirm that you acknowledged and
agree to comply with the following terms of use:

1. ALUORA Home Designs is a brand of original 3D assets. By completing a transaction, you are
acquiring a license to use our products. All creative rights over the products will remain with their
original creators.

2. The full permission items purchased from our store can only be redistributed/resold as part of a
project, or as a derivative work.

You can:
- Include these products in your own creations;
- Create new textures for these meshes and sell them;
- Use our textures in your own 3D models;
- Include scripts (color pickers, texture changers, object/texture animations, inviters, greeters,
givers, particles...);
- Use our UVW/AO/Diffuse maps to create original textures specific for our mesh models and sell
them with full permissions, providing a link to our store where the mesh models can be found;

You cannot:

- Redistribute the content you purchased or part of it as it is or with no significant changes;
- Include our items in a pack and reselling them/giving them as part of a bundle;

2. All the products you buy with full permissions must be passed on to their final owners (no transfer),
or with no permission to copy. You MUST assure that the products you get from ALUORA store,
including their contents (animations, scripts…), DO NOT leave your inventory with both copy and
transfer permissions. Please keep in mind that you will also be held responsible for any
misuse/violation committed by the people to whom you sold/gave a product with full permissions. Be
wise, protect yourself, and don’t take responsibility for other people’s acts!

3. The products sold by ALUORA and its contributors in Second life are meant to be used and must
remain within Second Life only. You can, however, save textures to your computer, in order to
edit/modify them, or to create your own.

4. Exceptions to these rules are open to negotiation - extended licenses, affiliations and partnerships
can be granted, but they must be previously discussed and approved by our content creators. Please
contact our General Manager Varg Dagon if you are interested in more details, or would like to make
a proposal.

Any questions you may have, feel free to contact me, Varg Dagon or RoxyL81 by sending us an IM or a
notecard. The members of our team live in London daytime, and we check our emails several times a
day. We will get back to you as soon as we possibly can (usually within 12 hours at most).

Thank you so much for your understanding, and we hope you like your new product!

Kind Regards from Cristina Bellamora and the ALUORA team!


